
Making 
Life 
Richer
An Introduction



For 50 years, Cymmetrik kept its head 
low and offered the best in printing 
applications and value-added services.  
Through innovation, research, and a 
focus on customer needs, Cymmetrik 
enhances products with better appeal 
and greater value.

In 2019, Cymmetrik switched to a new corporate identity 

system (CIS), with a new logo that incorporates the letter C, 

for Cymmetrik and Customer Centric.  

New look, same spirit!
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Cymmetrik, the leader in printing 
applications and value-added 
services in the Greater China area.

Staying true to its printing roots, Cymmetrik never wavered in keeping customers front 

and center.  Committed to the art of printing, to betterment and quality, Cymmetrik never 

stopped innovating and always did its best to exceed expectations — the way it always 

will.

Mission |  Embellishing products and enriching life.

Vision |  Be a global leader in printing applications and value-added services.

Core Value |  We are convinced that only by insisting upon "integrity", can we promote 

mutually trusting and understanding relationship with our partners; We are convinced 

that only through "innovation", can our business continue to thrive along with our 

partners; We are convinced that only by delivering consistent "quality", can our 

customers be worry-free in day to day operations; We are convinced that only through 

providing attentive "service", can we maintain long-term and "win-win" business 

proposition with our partners.

50
YEARS

500
FORTUNE

12Bn
LABELS/YEAR

5000
STAFFS

10
LOCATIONS
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We’re there for you.

Cymmetrik provides comprehensive service, at all 
levels.  It even sets up manufacturing locations to 
work with customer needs, providing local support 
and same time-zone service.

Vietnam

Taipei

ShanghaiKunshan

Shenzhen

Chongqing

Yantai

Henan

Hong 
Kong

USA

8 Manufacturing Facilities 2 Liaison Offices

Feel free to scan our QR code and ask 
questions.  Our service rep will contact 
you soon.
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Dining Clothing Living Transportation Education Entertainment

Self-adhesive Label RFID Tag Structural Component Instrument Panel Enclosure Decoration Light-guide Film

Cymmetrik is committed to its mission of 
Making Life Richer: to bring products to life 
and better consumer lives.

Beautifully Cymmetrik, Everyday
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Industrial Printing Applications

Medical/Pharmaceutical 
Solutions

Safe, Reliable, Worthy of Trust

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label | Attention/Warning Label | Barcode/Serial Number Label |  Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag |  

Anti-counterfeit Label | RFID Tag | Booklet Label | Piggy-back Label | High Temp. Resistant Label | Light-guide Film (LGF) |  

Die-cut Part | Membrane Switch | Cover Lens | Overlay/Nameplate

From medical consumables and medical instruments to medical device 
structural components and enclosure decoration.

① Non-Woven Fabric     ② RFID Tag   ③ Booklet Label     

④ Overlay/Nameplate    ⑤ Light-guide Film (LGF)   ⑥ Test Strips

Cymmetrik takes great care to excel in production workplace management, 

workflow accountability, product quality, and safety, with rigorous workplace 

regulations and workflow management.  All products are produced in 

independent workshops, and certified by ISO13485 and YY/TO287-2003.  

Cymmetrik provides a comprehensive selection of medical products and 

solutions and helps elevate standards in medical care.

1 2 3

4
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Industrial Printing Applications

Auto Industry Solutions
High quality of life begins 
with the details

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label |  Attention/Warning Label |  Barcode/Serial Number Label |  Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag |  

Anti-counterfeit Label | Battery Label | Tamper-evident Label | EAS Tag | Protective Film | Piggy-back Label | Die-cut Part | 

Instrument Panel

Fulfill a full range of automotive needs, from trimming and functionality to 
protecting brand recognition.

① Overlay/Nameplate     ② Attention/Warning Label     ③ In-Mold Film (IMF)

④ Instrument Panel     ⑤ Overlay/Nameplate     ⑥ Instrument Panel

Cymmetrik is certified with ISO/IATF 16949 and meets relevant standards 

in the automobile industry.  To satisfy industry needs, Cymmetrik offers a 

wide variety of printing application solutions for interior/exterior trimming, 

functionality, brand recognition, and more.

1 2

4

3
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Industrial Printing Applications

Telecom Industry Solutions
Quality at every touch

Comprehensive printing application solutions, inside and out.  From 
the variety of die-cut functional components on the inside, to the wide 
assortment of high quality ornamentations on the outside, Cymmetrik 
creates product distinctions and improves each product’s look and feel.

① Back Cover Protective Film     ② Back Cover Protective Film    ③ Protective Film

④ Internal Parts    ⑤ Battery Label   ⑥ Overlay/Nameplate

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label | Attention/Warning Label | Barcode/Serial Number Label | Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag |  

Anti-counterfeit Label | RFID Tag | Tamper-evident Label | Water Contact Indicator | EAS Tag | Protective Film |  Booklet Label |  

Piggy-back Label | High Temp. Resistant Label | Die-cut Part | Overlay/Nameplate | Cover Lens | In-Mold Film (IMF) |  

In-Mold Roller (IMR)

1 2
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Industrial Printing Applications

Computer Industry Solutions
Amazing brand appeal,
exuberant brilliance.

Offering everything from anti-counterfeit labels, high temp. resistant labels, 
front covers, nameplates  and touchpads to die-cut internal components 
and kaleidoscopic light-guide ornamentations, Cymmetrik is the one stop 
shop for comprehensive computer solutions and high-efficiency purchasing.

① Overlay/Nameplate     ② Light-guide Film (LGF)    ③ Light-guide Film (LGF)

④ Enclosure Decoration      ⑤ Promotion Label     ⑥ Touchpad

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label | Attention/Warning Label | Barcode/Serial Number Label | Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag |  

Anti-counterfeit Label | RFID Tag | Tamper-evident Label | EAS Tag | Protective Film | Booklet Label | Piggy-back Label |  

High Temp. Resistant Label | Light-guide Film (LGF) | Touchpad | Die-cut Part | Overlay/Nameplate | Cover Lens |  

In-Mold Film (IMF)

1

4

2
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Industrial Printing Applications

Solutions for Computing Peripherals
Striking, captivating products. 
Everywhere.

With our wide selection of self-adhesive labels, security labels, specialty 
labels and structural components, Cymmetrik can provide a large variety 
of printing application solutions for a broad range of accessories and 
electronics—and customize them to customer demands.

① Overlay/Nameplate     ② Anti-counterfeit Label    ③ Overlay/Nameplate

④ Battery Label     ⑤ Heat Transfer Decoration

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label | Attention/Warning Label | Barcode/Serial Number Label | Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag |  

Anti-counterfeit Label | RFID Tag | Tamper-evident Label | EAS Tag | Protective Film | Booklet Label | Piggy-back Label |  

High Temp. Resistant Label | Battery Label | Light-guide Film (LGF) | Die-cut Part | Overlay/Nameplate

1

4 5

2 3
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Industrial Printing Applications

Device & Instrument Solutions
Enhance brand recognition  
Create differentiation

Cymmetrik provides a wide variety of printing application solutions, 
seamlessly integrating product information and brand recognition.  It also 
offers security labels with anti-counterfeit, tamper-evident, and/or anti-theft 
properties that protect vendor interests with total security.

① Attention/Warning Label     ② Overlay/Nameplate

③ Membrane Switch      ④ Overlay/Nameplate    ⑤ In-Mold Film (IMF)

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label | Attention/Warning Label | Barcode/Serial Number Label | Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag |  

Anti-counterfeit Label | RFID Tag | Tamper-evident Label | Water Contact Indicator | EAS Tag | Protective Film | Booklet Label | 

Piggy-back Label | Die-cut Part | Cover Lens | Die-cut Part

1 4 5

3
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Industrial Printing Applications

Food and Beverage Solutions
Labels that are so much more

Cymmetrik’s Ink and printing materials are approved by the FDA (USA) to 
meet food safety standards.  Featuring UID technology, they facilitate direct 
one-to-one consumer interaction.  One label, endless possibilities.

① Self-adhesive Label    ② UID Label     ③ Personalized Shrink Sleeve  

④ Self-adhesive Label     ⑤ Variable Data Printing Label     

⑥ Self-adhesive Label     ⑦ Shrink Sleeve    ⑧ UID Label

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label | Barcode/Serial Number Label | Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag | Anti-counterfeit Label | 

RFID Tag | Tamper-evident Label | Shrink Sleeve | Booklet Label | Piggy-back Label

1

3

2

4 5
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Industrial Printing Applications

Personal Care Industry
Weaving Colors into Life

Cymmetrik provides distinctive printed labels that accentuate product 
features, enhance visual appeal, draw consumer attention, and promote 
sales.

① Self-adhesive Label    ② UV-Sensitive Labels     ③ Promotion Label

④ 3D Self-adhesive Label   

⑤ Shrink Sleeve      ⑥ Self-adhesive Label      ⑦ Laminate Tubes

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label | Barcode/Serial Number Label | Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag | Anti-counterfeit Label | 

Tamper-evident Label | Shrink Sleeve | Laminate Tubes | Booklet Label | Piggy-back Label | Backing Card

1 2 3

4 5 6 7
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Industrial Printing Applications

Consumer Product 
Packaging Solutions

Taste and fineness you can feel

Cymmetrik’s labels make full use of available space on product packaging, 
feature built-in chemical/abrasion resistance, and do not shrink or mutate 
under heat, ensuring printed content sustainability.

① 3D Holographic Label      ② Laminate Tubes     ③ Anti-counterfeit Label   

④ UID Labels    ⑤ Visual Code™ Labels

Applicable Product ―

Prime Label /Secondary Label | Attention/Warning Label | Barcode/Serial Number Label | Promotion Label | Ready-to-Print Tag |  

Anti-counterfeit Label | Tamper-evident Label | Shrink Sleeve | Booklet Label | Piggy-back Label | In-Mold Film (IMF) |  

In-Mold Label (IML)

1

4 5

2 3



Relentless Research, 
Endless Innovations

Leading the industry, 
Cymmetrik established its 
research center ahead of 
its peers and consolidated 
the wide range of expertise 
of professional researchers 
from different fields.  
The center created a 
standardized platform for 
print production, made 
numerous breakthroughs in 
material fusion, structural 
design, and production 
techniques, and resulted in 
a series of patents that help 
clients create greater value.

Research 
& 

evelopment

Product 
Development

Growing 
Patents

*Research & Development : Research database of inks, materials, and techniques

*Product Development : Develop new products, integrate technologies

*Manufacturing Breakthroughs : Refine production techniques

*Growing Patents : Take charge of tech development

Manufacturing 
Breakthroughs
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Innovative Solutions

Through exper t structural design, 

Cymmetrik amalgamates RFID labels 

with existing products or labels while 

ensuring proper RFID functionality and 

aesthetic beauty.

Design

Cymmetrik possesses a wealth of 

printing experience, a complete array of 

printing resource, and a commitment to 

giving the best in printing applications.

Print

With a comprehensive selection of 

processing, Cymmetrik offers the most 

suitable techniques, earning client trust 

with top quality and consistency.

Inserting, encoding, printing

With its vigorous QA processes and 

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  m e t h o d o l o g i e s , 

Cymmetr ik  provides professional 

implementation counseling and after-

sale servicing, ensuring smooth product 

integration.

QA/Implementation Assistance

The RFID Solution with Full 
Ecosystem Support

Cymmetrik offers comprehensive end-to-end processing, 

from label printing, inserting, encoding, to inspection.  

As a partner of Smartrac, a major international RFID 

inlay company, Cymmetrik also helps clients add RFID 

inlays into existing labels.  By recommending suitable 

specifications based on specific situations, Cymmetrik 

ensure that RFIDs function as expected, without limiting 

aesthetics.

Looks beautiful, works beautiful! 

Painless integration helps 
consolidate processes

Cymmetrik possess a vast array of printing experience 
and comprehensive printing processes.  Through 
structural design techniques, Cymmetrik fuses RFID 
into existing products or labels, creating an unrivalled 
advantage both functionally and aesthetically.

RFID Solutions

29
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Innovative Solutions

By making QR codes from beautiful graphics, there’s no messing with 

perfection. Patented Visual CodeTM labels by Cymmetrik work with all QR 

code scanning apps, for a seamless scanning experience.

Unique ID – There can be only one.

Fitting a product with UID nullifies vendor-consumer 
distance.

Turning a label into so much more brings the product endless 
possibilities.

#UID: Unique ID makes it one and only.

#Visual Code™ Labels

#Cloud Platform: Multipurpose UID

Safe, reliable encrypted coding system and stringent end-to-end code 

management ensures that each label has a serial number and QR code 

that belongs to it and it alone.  It’s as if every item shipped has a Social 

Security Number!

Through established platforms and systems developed by ISVs, UID labels 

can be used for anti-counterfeiting, track & trace, marketing, warehouse 

management, and more.  What’s more, footprints left by each UID 

scanning allow vendors to collect scanning data in real time, analyze their 

customers, and form big data around consumers.

As digital printing does not require plates, an endlessly 

rich variety of patterns and motifs can be printed to 

attract eyeballs and spark conversation according to 

needs.

Make it super easy for consumers to join in your 

marketing activities!  Now they can tailor-make 

your products simply by uploading photos via your 

home page.  From personal mementos to romantic 

declarations, W2P makes it easy!

Infinite variations, one motif  
— Variable Data Printing (VDP)

Customizing product packaging is easy 
— with Web-To-Print (W2P)

In this time of  individuality
Make each of  your products unique!

Applied Digital Printing Solutions

One label to link them all
— online or off.
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Innovative Solutions

Anti-counterfeiting Solutions

By joining forces with world-class suppliers and contributing 
its renowned printing techniques, Cymmetrik steps it up 
with anti-counterfeiting.  Its comprehensive anti-counterfeit 
product line, professional research team, and heightened 
replication difficulty stop illegal duplication in its tracks.

From overt and covert anti-counterfeiting to physics, optics, 
and digital anti-counterfeiting technologies, Cymmetrik 
provides vendors with anti-counterfeiting solutions of every 
level, simple to sophisticated.

Perfect union of  specialized software 
and printing artistry

Using computational software and sophisticated printing 
facilities, combined with hard and soft techniques, Cymmetrik 
harnesses microtext, guilloche rosettes, line cutting, abnormal 
words, and color dotting for effective anti-counterfeiting. 

For safe, reliable brand protection, patented QR coding 
techniques require certified machinery for printing and cannot 
be duplicated or forged through scanning or photocopying.

Rigorous process control at every detail for the utmost 
in reliable, comprehensive services.

Select from a variety of high-end anti-

counter fe i t ing  mater ia ls ,  us ing  laser 

holograms for effects like color lens, metal 

engraving, rainbow effect, and 3D holography 

for anti-counterfeit security, and patented 

liquid crystal films that keep information 

hidden except under polarized or cell phone 

lighting.

#Materials – Diverse selection of special 
patented materials

Cymmetrik has anti-counterfeit inks for 

every occasion, including color-changing ink, 

thermochromic ink, invisible marking ink, UV 

ink, IR ink, magnetic ink, and custom-formula 

identity-purpose micro-pellet ink.

#Ink – Visible and invisible

Working with international platform providers, 

Cymmetrik offers real-time source-tracking 

anti-counterfeiting solutions that work off 

mobile phones, world-wide.  Digital anti-

counterfeiting allows consumers to trust what 

they see, with easy-to-understand verification 

that ’s  s imple and clear.   Fur thermore, 

promotional effects may be achieved with 

special visual coding, adding value to every 

label.

#Digital anti-counterfeiting — modernized 
techniques

Differential brand protection that’s 
truly reliable
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Innovative Solutions

Whatever the design or inspiration,  
turn vision into reality with Cymmetrik’s printing applications.

Numerous surface treatment 

effects: Simulating the feel of 

metal, wood grain, leather and 

carbon fiber.

Works on numerous materials

PC, PET, and PMMA, plus various 

metals and plastic membranes.

Special Customized Patterns: 

Coatings showcase different 

optical patterns including lasers, 

ore textures, concentric circles, 

spirals, etc.

Freely variable 

textures: Create 

partial/full fine relief 

and intaglio patterns

Achieve wear resistance 

requirements: Impact, scratch, 

and wear resistant.  Tested 

and certified to electronics 

standards for hardness and 

wear.

Incomparable feel 

of  quality

Create visual highlights: 

Make products stand out by 

supplementing injection-molded 

parts with a kaleidoscopic array 

of colors

Greatly enhanced added value.

Product Differentiation

Lower costs, enhance aesthetics, decrease weight.  

Increase sales, improve profits, and effectively enhance 

brand recognition.

Environmental Conservation

Replace spray coat printing with print processing to avoid 

environmental contamination and decrease the waste and 

energy use associated with traditional pattern engraving/routing 

processing.  In lieu of anodization’s massive use of acidic and 

solvent solutions, print processing uses only environmental 

regulation approved materials and substances.

Simplified Development

Provide a complete solution with a one-stop shop that improves 

purchase efficiency.  Tailor-made nanoimprint lithography speeds 

delivery, simplifies product development, and greatly shortens 

time-to-market.

Make all your decorative 
dreams come true

Decorative Solutions
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Innovative Solutions

Technology keeps moving forward

Cymmetrik’s light-guide film solutions highlight product 
design, enhance visual elements, and help products stand 
out with unique poise and style.

Shortened Production Cycle

Cymmetrik provides design services for 

light-guide film applications, delivering 

the best solution for every product.  Its 

high efficiency process requires no molds, 

shortens product development cycles, and 

speeds time-to-market periods.

Lowered Fixed Costs

Printing plates and heat press plates cost 

far less than light guide extrusion plates.  

Color LGF technology can reduce LED 

inventory and preparation/management 

costs, so you can lower fixed costs and 

improve profits!

Thinner Product Profile

With different types of available material, 

clients can choose from specs going 

as thin as 0.1mm.  Thin profile LGF can 

reduce product thinness significantly.

Curved Light Guide Solutions

C y m m e t r i k ’s  p a t e n t e d  3 D  f o r m i n g 

technology bends light-guide films into 

irregular shapes, fitting them into tight 

inner spaces, creating ease and flexibility 

in product design.

Cymmetrik’s patented technology can print multiple light 

guide dots on one light guide film, easily bringing multiple 

color variations.  For premium effect, custom Cymmetrik 

ink can fluoresce in rich colors under LED light.

Powerful Visual Impact

Provide design evaluations based on customer needs 

for shortened production cycles, lowered research, 

development and production costs, and streamlined 

operations, resulting in profit-boosting integrated 

production processes.

Complete Product/Service lineup

Light-guide films can be used for IT applications (logos, 

touchpads, buttons, decorative lighting), backlighting 

applications (emergency lighting, lamps), showroom 

applications (display racks, ad stands), and so on, 

highlighting features, creating distinction.

Flexible Application Creates Differentiation

Colors that Dance, Brilliance that 
Comes Alive

Light-Guide Film Solutions
Prismatic brilliance, rainbow-
hued shine.
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Innovative Solutions

Full bottle coverage design goes beyond traditional labels 
with its perfect fit and 360-degree full surround effect that 
garner attention, stimulate purchasing, and create sales 
opportunities.

Greatly increase Return on 
Investment

Improved Brand Protection

3D laser holographic display and anti-tampering 

functionality for improved anti-counterfeiting and 

brand protection.

Environmentally Friendly Packaging

Eco-friendly PETG/OPS materials not only help 

protect the environment, but can be easily removed to 

facilitate container recycling.

Increased Wear Resistance

Lightfastness inks ensure bright, rich colors, prevent 

UV ray damage, and help maintain product freshness/

quality.

Fits All Shapes and Sizes

Adapts to and wraps around all irregularly shaped 

packages.

Stand out from the crowd with small 
batch, high variety digital printing.

Create metallic printing, cold foiling, 

plating, and cast & cure techniques, 

imbuing products with the feel of high-

end luxury.  Optionally combined with 

pearlescent effects, these techniques 

add significant class and chic to 

product packaging.

Diverse Effects

Print non-repeating or color 

shifting versions of stylized motifs 

by combining digital printing with 

Variable Data Printing (VDP) or 

Web to Print (W2P) technology.  

Capture consumer attention 

with stylized, customized shrink 

sleeves created in endless 

variations.

Digital Customization

Shrink Sleeve Solutions

Complete coverage, dead 
space free.

Use scented ink to imbue scents to 

product labeling—to be experienced 

even before unpacking.  Use dual 

layer shrink sleeves to increase print 

space for product info or for details 

on prize draws and other programs.  

Alternatively, use soft-touch varnish 

for a finely textured sensation that 

stimulates consumer interaction.

Enhanced Interactivity
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Brilliance through Colors, 
Excellence through Design

Through its professional color 
management system and wealth of ink 
wielding experience, Cymmetrik ensures 
the best in color accuracy across 
different processes, objects, and inks.  
This results in superb color reproductions 
that fill each product with appeal and life.
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Excellence stems from Dedication

With a strong sense of mission, Cymmetrik is 
dedicated to making wonder at every touch.  
Through its devotion to the art and craft of 
printing and its continuous search for innovation 
and creativity, it made continuous breakthroughs 
in material combinations, structural design, 
and manufacturing processes.  The resulting 
string of patents fulfill a wide range of needs 
and generate value for Cymmetrik customers.

Numerous Printing Processes |
Digital Printing, Offset Printing, Gravure Printing, 
Screen Printing, Rotary Letterpress Printing, 
Flexography Printing, Flatbed Letterpress Printing

Numerous Processing Capabilities  |
Domed Label, Engraving, Die-cutting, Lamination, 
Cold Foiling, Forming, Auto-punch
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Responsible, Reliable, 
Devoted to Quality

Certified by a multitude of international standards 
committees and recognized by a steady stream 
of international awards, Cymmetrik works 
seamlessly with supply chain partners, grows 
with them in mutually beneficial partnerships, 
and provides its customers with the peace 
of mind that end in win-win relationships.

Numerous International Certifications |

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001, ISO 16949,  

ISO 13485, IATF 16949, QC 080000

Winner of Multiple International Awards |

World Label Awards, Sun Cup Asia Label Awards
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Make Good the Words Pledged,
Do Right the Right Things

Cymmetrik values both corporate and 
social sustainability and firmly believes 
in people based management.  It takes 
employee development seriously and 
is resolute in its emphasis on business 
ethics and corporate morality.

A firm backer of eco-friendly printing, 
Cymmetrik uses renewable, non-
toxic, light & thin materials and water-
based inks to minimize its energy 
consumption, carbon footprint, 
and overall environmental impact.  
It’s all part of its commitment to 
make things beautiful and create 
wonder in everyday living.

Minimize 
Emissions

Public 
Charity

Promote 
Green 

Printing

Conflict-free 
Minerals

* Minimize Emissions : Less energy use, less waste

* Public Charity : Support environmental protection

* Promote Green Printing : Friendly materials and inks

* Conflict-free Minerals : Ensure material source legitimacy
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Contact Us Now

Always thinking for its clients, 
Cymmetrik takes care of customers’ 
needs even before they think about it.  

That’s what we call trust and sincerity.  
That’s what you call genuine service.

Please contact us any time and let 
us create the solution that’s just right 
for you.  We look forward to earning 
your trust—and being your bona fide 
business partner.

Feel free to scan our QR code and ask questions.  
Our service rep will contact you soon.

TAIPEI
Cymmetrik Enterprise Co., Ltd.
No. 31, Ln. 50, Sec. 3, Nangang Rd.,  
Taipei City 115, Taiwan
ZIP Code : 11563
TEL : (886-2) 2785-2285
FAX : (886-2) 2785-2700 

SHANGHAI  
Cymmetrik (Shanghai) Printing Co., Ltd.
1028, Mingzhu Rd., Xujing Town,  
Qingpu, Shanghai, China
ZIP Code : 201702
TEL : (86-21) 3981-2847
FAX : (86-21) 3981-2846

KUNSHAN 
Cymmetrik (Kunshan) Printing Co., Ltd.
168, Chunyang Rd., Lujia Town,  
Kunshan, Jiangsu, China
ZIP Code : 215331
TEL : (86-512) 5787-2828
FAX : (86-512) 5787-5678 

SHENZHEN  
Cymmetrik (Shenzhen) Printing Co., Ltd.
6042, Bao'an Avenue, Xingwei Community, Fuyong 
St, Bao'an, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China
ZIP Code : 518128
TEL : (86-755) 2777-9092
FAX : (86-755) 2777-9094

YANTAI  
Cymmetrik (Yantai) Precision Printing Co., Ltd.
11, Guangzhou Rd., Yantai Economic and 
Technological Development Area,  
Yantai, Shandong, China
ZIP Code : 264006
TEL : (86-535) 216-5798
FAX : (86-535) 216-5788

HENAN 
Cymmetrik (Henan) Precision Printing Co., Ltd.
8th Factory, Industrial Park of Weishi County, Kaifeng, 
Henan, China
ZIP Code : 475500 
TEL : (86-371) 2251-0828
FAX : (86-371) 2251-0822

CHONGQING  
Cymmetrik (Chongqing)  
Precision Printing Co., Ltd
No. 5, Intian Caijia Industry Valley, Tongxing Industrial Park, 
Beibei District, Chongqing, China
ZIP Code : 400700
TEL : (86-23) 6826-2888
FAX : (86-23) 6826-2288

VIETNAM 
Cymmetrik Vietnam Co., Ltd.
No. 16 Doc Lap Boulevard,                                              
Vietnam – Singapore Industrial Park, Binh Hoa Ward, 
Thuan An City, Binh Duong Province, Vietnam
TEL : (84-274) 6259-108
FAX : (84-274) 6259-118

HONG KONG OFFICE
Faith Credit Management Ltd.
Unit 11B, 25/F, Cable TV Tower,  
No.9 Hoi Shing Road, Tsuen Wan,  
New Territories, Hong Kong
TEL : (852) 2389-6293
FAX : (852) 2389-6066

USA OFFICE
Cymmetrik USA, INC
62 Bonaventura Dr.,  
San Jose, CA 95134, USA
TEL : +1(408) 435-5065
FAX : +1(408) 435-5075
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